
PIEPS JETFORCE TOUR RIDER – Electronic Fan Based Air Bag System

The PIEPS JETFORCE TOUR PRO was developed specifically for high-tours and day ski tours. FIRST ELECTRONIC SYSTEM with jet-
fan technology that only needs ambient air for inflation. MULTIPLE DEPLOYMENTS. The compact Lithium-Ion battery supports min. 4  
airbag deployments per charge and is air-travel friendly.  AUTOMATIC AIRBAG DEFLATION. The airbag deflates automatically after 3  
minutes. In case of emergency the pressure on the buried person is reduced and a big air pocket is created. ZERO ADDITIONAL COSTS.  
Because the system uses jet-fan inflation instead of compressed-gas cylinders, PIEPS JETFORCE can be deployed for training without  
additional costs.

Product Specifications

The PIEPS JETFORCE TOUR PRO was developed specifically for high-tours and day ski tours. FIRST ELECTRONIC SYSTEM with jet-
fan technology that only needs ambient air for inflation. MULTIPLE DEPLOYMENTS. The compact Lithium-Ion battery supports min. 4  
airbag deployments per charge and is air-travel friendly.  AUTOMATIC AIRBAG DEFLATION. The airbag deflates automatically after 3  
minutes. In case of emergency the pressure on the buried person is reduced and a big air pocket is created. ZERO ADDITIONAL COSTS.  
Because the system uses jet-fan inflation instead of compressed-gas cylinders, PIEPS JETFORCE can be deployed for training without  
additional costs.

MATERIAL
The JetForce airbag material needs no special packing and folding technique and can be repacked quickly and easily. The bag is made  
with 315d Corduroy® airbag-fibre technology, which offers exceptional strength at very low weight.

LI-ION BATTERY - WORKS EVEN AT -30°C
The JetForce-system use a specially designed Lithium-Ion battery, which generates high current even at very cold temperatures (-30°C).

LONG LIFE
500 charge cycles ensure a long-lifetime, self-discharge for easy storage properties.

BATTRY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The intelligent battery management system (BMS) is together with temperature sensors responsible for an optimized battery-performance  
as well as protection (e.g. depth decharge and charging at temperature below zero). 

SELF-DIAGNOSIS
The self-diagnosis checks the operational capability of the system on every start up and performs additional checks while armed.
 
MATERIAL
The JetForce airbag material needs no special packing and folding technique and can be repacked quickly and easily. The bag is made  
with 315d Corduroy® airbag-fibre technology, which offers exceptional strength at very low weight.
 
CERTIFICATION
JetForce is CE-certified as personal protective equipment according to the Avalanche Airbag Draft Standard EN16716.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS
1 Compression strap with non-icing PIEPS-buckle - 2 Safety gear compartment for shovel and probe - 3 Special helmet attachment -  
removable and stow able - 4 Combined ski and snowboard carrying system - Weight: 3400 - Colours: black/PIEPS-yellow, black/chili-red -  
Volume: 24.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Available at Innerspace Watersports Inc. Call Toll-Free in BC at: 1-877-549-2040 or local: Vernon Store: 250.549.2040  Kelowna Store: 250.763.2040 


